Action Items List to Meeting #119 January 5, 2011
New York State Reliability Council - Installed Capacity Subcommittee
[Fade out items denotes Action Item has been completed]
[Bold dates denotes items that are behind schedule or due for the next meeting]
NO.

Action Item

Responsible
Individual(s)

103-1

The ICS requested that Greg Drake now ask GE how long it
will take them to mask confidential information. Greg has
already followed up with the NYISO’s legal department to find
out what information must be hidden in order to release the
masked database to parties that signed the confidentiality
agreement. Benchmark new version.

G.
Drake/NYISO
legal

107-2

Forward Capacity Market / Horizon Year Study discussion –
circulate the scope and scenario changes for the study as
discussed with GE. Simplified FCM calculation

Greg Drake/ Al
Adamson

5/07/11

107-3

NYISO to conduct an investigation of the excess reliance on
EOPs (especially SCRs) in the MARS 2010 IRM basecase.
Study to be performed to see effect of running model as is (with
the actual excess capacity of about 24%) to see the affect on the
number of times that SCRs and other EOPs are called. NYISO
also to investigate actual SCR performance and response rates.
Monthly calls statistics are needed to close this item.
ICS to review proportional methodology for removing
generation from zones with excess bottled capacity when
calculating a zone’s reliability requirements and minimum
locational requirement. Committee to meet to discuss comments
to determine appropriate methodology to calculate the minimum
locational requirement considering zones with excess/bottled
generation. NYISO to send OT09 files from proportional

Curt
Dahl/Mark
Younger/Glenn
Haake/Dave
Lawrence

5/7/11

107-5

Sched./
Actual
Comp.
Dates
1/15/11

Greg
Drake/Frank
Ciani

1/1/11

NYISO/Wes
Yeomans

3/03/10

ICS/Steve
Jeremko/Greg
Drake

1/1/11

methodology curve points 20%, 21%, 21.5%, and 23% of target
reserve margins. This case

108-1

108-5

Request for the NYISO to coordinate with the outside ISOs to
verify that the priority for exports represented in the modeling is
consistent with outside ISOs understanding of inter-ISO
agreements for planning. Additionally, ICS would like
documentation explaining how internal and external
transmission limitations are affected by different contract
modeling options. Circulate inter-ISO agreements.
Develop a method for reporting a current year UCAP equivalent
in IRM report.

113-3

Calculate winter and summer EFORd to evaluate differences

Greg Drake

1/15/11

116-1

Review capacity adjustment methodology for New England

Syed
Ahmed /
Greg Drake

1/1/11

116-2

Send around meeting minutes 115 for the group to review
NYISO comments

Greg Drake

11/1/10

118-1

Explore the possibility of approving the assumption matrix a
month earlier to perform data scrub earlier as well.

All

1/1/11

119-1

Write a white paper on the new methodology that could be
used to determine the LHV reserve Margin

C.Villalba

3/1/11

119-2

Summarize discussions on when and how to perform a
sensitivity analysis on major methodology changes.

A.Adamson

2/1/11

119-3

Resolve methodology to calculate the FOR for units in the
study (Cont. True-up methodology)

K.Chu

2/1/11

